We estimate the mean relative peculiar velocity v 12 of pairs of galaxies as a function of their separation r from three redshift-distance surveys: the SFI, RFGC, and ENEAR. The first two contain spiral galaxies with Tully-Fisher distances while the third survey is made of ellipticals with D n -σ distances. The resulting v 12 (r) curves are in excellent agreement with each other and with an earlier estimate from the Mark III catalogue: we see no velocity bias. Using these results together with the pair conservation equation and the galaxy correlation function, ξ(r) from the PSCz survey, we estimate the cosmological density parameter Ω m and the amplitude of density fluctuations σ 8 . Our results suggest that our statistic is a robust and reproducible measure of v 12 (r) and thereby the Ω m parameter. We get Ω m = 0.29 
Introduction
In this paper we report the culmination of a program to study cosmic flows. In series of recent papers we introduced a new dynamical estimator of the Ω m parameter, the density of the nonrelativistic matter in the universe, expressed in critical density units (see e.g. Peebles 1980 ). The statistic used is the mean relative peculiar velocity for galaxy pairs, v 12 , measured from redshift-distance surveys as a function of the pair separation r. First, an approximate solution of the pair conservation equation, relating v 12 (r) to Ω m and the two-point correlation function of mass density fluctuations, ξ(r), was derived and tested successfully against high resolution N-body simulations . Then, by studying mock catalogues designed to reproduce realistic distance errors and the effects of sparse sampling (shot noise) and finite sample depth (cosmic variance), we showed that v 12 and Ω m can be reliably estimated from velocity-redshift surveys (Ferreira et al. 1999) . Next, we applied our statistic to real data, the Mark III survey (Juszkiewicz et al. 2000) . One of the most interesting implications of that paper was the absence of velocity bias. Indeed, a comparison of v 12 estimates based on two different subsamples of the Mark III, some 500 elliptical galaxies and 2500 spirals, showed no statistically significant differences. This suggests that v 12 (r) measurements are morphology-and distance indicator-independent and can be reliably used to measure Ω m .
In this paper we present results of applying the statistic to four independent proper distance catalogues, the Mark III, SFI, ENEAR and RFGC. Whenever a new statistic is introduced, it is of particular importance that it passes the test of reproducibility. The estimates of v 12 (r) derived from surveys covering different parts of the sky, containing morphologically different galaxy types, and based on different distance indicators, should agree with each other. Applying the test of reproducibility to v 12 (r) is one of the purposes of this paper. We estimate the mean pairwise velocity from three different redshift-distance catalogues and we compare our results with the earlier estimate of v 12 (r), derived from the Mark III survey. Our new results are in excellent agreement with one another and with the earlier one, confirming the absence of velocity bias. Using the mutual consistency of these four different estimates of v 12 (r), we average our results over all four data sets, significantly reducing the errors.
Our second purpose is to estimate the density parameter Ω m and σ 8 , the root-meansquare mass density contrast in a sphere of radius of 8 h −1 Mpc, where h is the usual Hubble parameter, H 0 , expressed in units of 100 km s −1 Mpc −1 . In our notation, the symbol σ 8 always refers to matter density fluctuations, while the same symbol with a superscript, e.g. σ refers to galaxy number-density fluctuations in various surveys such as the PSCz redshift catalogue. We derive Ω m and σ 8 as follows: we assume that up to normalization, for which we treat σ 8 as a free parameter, the matter density fluctuation power spectrum equals the PSCz power spectrum estimated by Hamilton & Tegmark (2002) , which we Fourier-transform to obtain the correlation function ξ(r). This function, together with our estimate of v 12 (r) and the pair conservation equation is used to solve for Ω m and σ 8 .
The pairwise motions and galaxy clustering
The approximate solution of the pair conservation equation derived by is given by
where α = 1.2 − 0.65 γ, and γ = −(d ln ξ/d ln r)| ξ=1 . For the derivation of the pair conservation equation as well as an early approximate solution (α = 0), see Peebles (1980) and references therein. As a model for ξ(r), we use the Fourier transform of the PSCz power spectrum (Hamilton & Tegmark 2002, eq.[39] ), which can be expressed as
where r 1 = 2.33 h −1 Mpc, r 2 = 3.51 h −1 Mpc, and we have deliberately left σ 8 as a free parameter. If the PSCz galaxies follow the mass distribution, then σ 8 = σ PSCz 8 = 0.83. It is important to emphasize here, that instead of the conventional priors, used by theorists to model the high-redshift, linear power spectrum, we use empirical data. Therefore, here the quantities σ 8 and ξ(r) describe nonlinear matter density fluctuations at redshift zero.
Note also that "conventional priors" aren't just on parameters but even on the entire fluctuation model, involving a particular set of possible transfer functions, etc. The present calculations are free of such ad hoc assumptions.
The PSCz fit with σ 8 = 0.83 in eq. (3) is plotted in figure 1 , together with the APM correlation function measurements for comparison. Clearly, for the range of separations of interest (2 h −1 Mpc < r < 15 h −1 Mpc), the PSCz fit is virtually the same as the APM fit to the data. For r < 2 h −1 Mpc, the APM is somewhat steeper, but we can attribute this difference, as well as the uncertain dynamical evolution factor, to the uncertainties associated with the way galaxies have been selected for both catalogues. This provides an added reason to believe that choosing PSCz as a template for ξ(r) was a good idea. To test the stability of our conclusions with respect to uncertainties regarding the small-r behavior of ξ(r), we will also use a simplified, pure power-law model, given by
where r 0 = 4.76 h −1 Mpc. Note for comparison that the PSCz ξ(r) reaches unity at r = 4.70 h −1 Mpc (this follows from eq.
[3] when σ 8 = 0.83).
Peculiar velocity surveys
We will now describe our measurements. Each redshift-distance survey provides galaxy positions, r A , and their radial peculiar velocities, s A = r A · v A /r A ≡r A · v A , rather than three-dimensional velocities v A . We use hats to denote unit vectors while indices A, B = 1, 2, . . . count galaxies in the catalogue. Consider a set of pairs (A, B) at fixed separation r = | r AB | , where r AB ≡ r A − r B . To relate the mean radial velocity difference of a given pair to v 12 (r), we have to take into account a trigonometric weighting factor,
To estimate v 12 , we minimize the quantity
The condition ∂χ 2 / ∂v 12 = 0 implies
In this study we use following independent proper distance catalogues.
1. Mark III. This survey (Willick et al. 1995, 96, 97) contains five different types of data files: Basic Observational and Catalogue Data; Individual Galaxy Tully-Fisher (TF) and D n -σ Distances; Grouped Spiral Galaxy TF Distances; and Elliptical Galaxy Distances as in the Mark II (for an excellent introduction into the art of measuring cosmic distances, including TF and D n -σ methods, see Binney & Merrifield 1998) . The subset we use here contains 2437 spiral galaxies with TF distance estimates. The total survey depth is over 120 h −1 Mpc, with homogeneous sky coverage up to 30 h −1 Mpc. Costa et al. 1996; Giovanelli et al. 1998; Haynes et al. 1999a,b) . This is an all-sky survey, containing 1300 late type spiral galaxies with I-band TF distance estimates. The SFI catalogue, though sparser than Mark III in certain places, covers more uniformly the volume out to 70 h −1 Mpc.
SFI (da

ENEAR (da Costa et al. 2000)
. This sample contains 1359 early type elliptical galaxies brighter than m B = 14.5 with D n -σ measured distances. ENEAR is a uniform, all-sky survey, probing a volume, comparable to the SFI survey.
4. RFGC (Karachentsev et al. 2000) . This catalogue provides a list of radial velocities, HI line widths, TF distances and peculiar velocities of 1327 spiral galaxies that was compiled from observations of flat galaxies from FGC (Karachentsev et al. 1993 ) performed with the 305 m telescope at Arecibo (Giovanelli et al. 1997 ). The observations are confined within the zone 0
• < δ ≤ +38
• accessible to the radio telescope.
Results
Although the catalogues we used are independent, distinct and survey very different galaxy and morphology types, as well as different volumes and geometries, our results are robust and consistent with each other. Figure 2 shows our estimates of v 12 (r), based on the SFI, ENEAR and the RFGC catalogues. For comparison, we also show earlier measurements, derived from the Mark III survey (Juszkiewicz et al. 2000) . The error bars are the estimated 1σ uncertainties in the measurement due to lognormal distance errors, sparse sampling (shot noise), and finite volume of the sample (cosmic variance). The errors in the distance estimators lead to log-normal errors in the estimated distances of around 15%. For more details on error estimates used here, see Landy & Szalay (1992) , Haynes et al. (1999a,b) , and Ferreira et al. (1999) .
The agreement among the catalogues is quite striking for the entire range of separations we investigated. This is very different from the well known deficiencies associated with a close cousin of our statistic, the pairwise velocity dispersion, σ 12 (r). The latter statistic, in spite of its widespread application and relative ease of its measurement within large redshift surveys, appears to be less sensitive to the value of Ω m than to the presence of rare, rich clusters in the catalogue and to galaxy morphology, with estimates of σ 12 at separations from one to a few Mpc varying from 300 to 800 km s −1 from one survey to another (Davis & Peebles 1983; Żurek et al. 1994; Marzke et al. 1995; Zhao et al. 2002) .
In figure 3 we show the results for each of the catalogues we investigated, as in figure 2 (without the errorbars), but now we overlay the weighted mean of the individual catalogues. Since the results are robust, combining the catalogues reduces the errors and gives us a strong prediction for the parameter values. We also show the results of our theoretical fits: The solid line is the double power law correlation function using the PSCz correlation function (eq. [3]). The dashed line is the pure power law correlation function form of eq. (4). These two fits are almost indistinguishable from each other, and both represent an excellent fit to all data points.
Equations (1)- (3) predict a v 12 (r) curve for each parameter pair (Ω m , σ 8 ). One can solve for these parameters after equating the predicted v 12 (r, Ω m , σ 8 ) to the observed v 12 (r). We derive the latter by averaging over estimates from all four of the surveys considered here. In figure 4 we plot the resulting 1,2,3 and 4σ likelihood contours in the (Ω m , σ 8 ) plane. The contours derived using the PSCz correlation function (eq. 
The quoted errors define the 1σ, or 68% statistical significance ranges in each of the two parameters and correspond to the innermost contour in figure 4 . The top panel shows the results for the simplified, power-law correlation function (eq.
[4]) where we get Ω m = 0.21
−0.06 and σ 8 = 0.97 ± 0.17. The low χ 2 per degree of freedom is indicative of the correlations between v 12 (r) measurements at different separations r. One of the sources of correlations is the finite depth of our surveys. Note also that since we are dealing with pairs of galaxies, the same galaxy can in principle influence all separation bins.
Our estimate of σ 8 agrees with the results of studies of clustering of galaxy triplets in real and Fourier space in three different surveys: the APM (Gaztañaga 1995; Frieman & Gaztañaga 1999) , the PSCz (Feldman et al. 2001 ) and the 2dF (Verde et al. 2002) . A similar value of σ 8 was recently inferred from the observed position of the inflection point in the APM ξ(r) (Gaztañaga & Juszkiewicz 2001) . All of the above measurements are consistent with a σ 8 within 20% of unity. A σ 8 close to unity follows from maximum likelihood analysis of weak gravitational lensing (Waerbeke et al. 2002) after assuming zero curvature, Ω m = 0.3 and h = 0.7. Measurements of the abundance of clusters (Bahcall et al. 2003) tend to give σ 8 closer to the lower end of our 68% interval if Ω m = 0.3. The good agreement between these results, obtained with different methods, riddled with systematic errors of different nature, suggests that our estimates of statistical errors are reasonable and that the systematic errors are subdominant (unless there is an evil cosmic conspiracy of errors).
Our results also agree with those inferred from the power spectrum of the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature distribution on the sky: σ 8 = 0.9±0.1, and Ω m = 0.29 ± 0.07 (see Table 2 in Spergel et al. 2003) . It is important to bear in mind, however, that the latter estimates were not obtained from the CMB data alone, but by combining these data sets with a particular choice for h and a set of adiabatic, dark-matter dominated models for the linear power spectra. The resulting values of Ω m and σ 8 , and the expected error bars, depend sensitively on the assumed Bayesian priors (Bridle et al. 2003) . The estimates of Ω m and σ 8 presented in this paper are different: they do not depend on assumptions on the adiabaticity of the primeval density fluctuations, the ionization history, or the values of other cosmological parameters, like h, or Ω Λ and Ω b -the vacuum and the baryon density parameters, respectively. Therefore the v 12 (r) measurements combined with the CMB or the supernova data can be used to break the cosmological parameter degeneracy.
Moreover, v 12 can be estimated directly from peculiar velocity surveys, without subjecting the observational data to multiple operations of spatial smoothing, integration and differentiation, used in various reconstruction schemes (see Courteau et al. 2000) . Unlike the pairwise velocity dispersion, the mean relative peculiar velocity v 12 is a robust and reliable estimator of Ω m and σ 8 ; it can be also used to constrain biasing schemes and to test the gravitational instability theory of the origin of the large scale structure in the universe. 
